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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:

Proximex™ Certifies Surveillint™ with AMAG
Technology under Symmetry Extended Business
Solutions Program
WESTFORD, MA. September 9, 2013 –– Proximex, part of the Security Products business unit of Tyco, announced
today that it is now a member of AMAG Technology’s Symmetry Extended Business Solutions Program. Proximex
achieved this milestone by certifying its Proximex Suveillint integration module with AMAG’s Symmetry™ v7.0.1
Security Management System, which combines its Physical Security Information Management (PSIM) solution
with AMAG’s newest version of Symmetry access control software. AMAG and Proximex cooperatively tested and
certified this integration.
“We welcome Proximex to the Symmetry Extended Business Solution program, and are excited to provide this
award-winning PSIM product integration to our customers,” said Symmetry Extended Business Solution, Program
Manager, Shae Taylor.
“We are thrilled that Proximex is now fully certified by AMAG and listed as a member of AMAG’s Extended
Business Solutions program,” said Larry Lien, vice president of product management for Proximex. “Partnerships
with important solution providers like AMAG provide customers with more options to increase visibility of their
security systems, and the bi-directional communication between Surveillint and AMAG significantly improves
incident response times.”
The Proximex Surveillint Integration Module for AMAG™ Symmetry™ enables Proximex Surveillint™ to bidirectionally communicate and integrate with the AMAG Symmetry Security Management System. With this
integration module, alarms generated from Symmetry are delivered, synchronized and displayed through the
Surveillint client software user interface. AMAG Symmetry devices and associated alarms can be connected and
correlated with other related sensors, such as live video, recorded video, maps, and response tasks, giving the
operator a single view to manage a security incident. The Integration Module enables the Symmetry devices to
be viewed as icons on the map and also provides the ability to remotely control the Symmetry devices (lock,
unlock, enable, disable) through the Surveillint client. Badge user information including investigate user and
search capabilities are also provided through this integration for the operator to quickly and easily track and
review personnel access activity.
The Integration module utilizes the AMAG SMS XML Interface and supports Symmetry 7.0.1 Enterprise,
Professional and Homeland Security editions.
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About Proximex
Proximex, a leader in physical security information management (PSIM) solutions, is part of the Security Products
business unit of Tyco, the world’s largest pure-play fire protection and security company. Proximex solutions
integrate existing and new systems and technologies in a centralized command and control center to ensure that
incident information is no longer trapped within disparate systems, but brought together in context with security
policies and operations for analysis and resolution. Global customers operating in a variety of mission critical
environments trust Proximex solutions to deliver the fastest set up and deployment, the highest in scalability,
availability and failover capabilities, and the most robust integrations in the industry. Leveraging the brand’s IT
heritage, Proximex solutions integrate physical and logical security systems with network and health monitoring
technologies to catch multi-pronged attacks and relay important business-level information. Proximex has
serviced more than 250 bi-directional global integrations and covers all the major global continents, North and
South Americas, Europe, the Middle East and Asia.
A system integrator can contact Proximex sales at 408-215-9020 or sales@proximex.com, or visit
www.proximex.com. For information about the Symmetry Security Management System integration with
Proximex (Surveillint) contact your AMAG Regional Sales Manager, call 310-518-2380 or visit www.amag.com. For
inquiries about the Symmetry Extended Business Solutions program (EBS) contact solutions@amag.com.
About Tyco Security Products
Tyco Security Products and its leading brands conducts business in over 177 countries around the world, in
multiple languages and employs over 2,800 employees globally, including research and development, marketing,
manufacturing, sales, service and logistics teams in the Americas, Europe, the Middle East, Africa, and Asia
Pacific. Our products, built by developers from all product disciplines, consistently allow customers to see more, do
more, and save more across multiple industries and segments including healthcare, government, transportation,
finance, retail, commercial and residential. Worldwide, Tyco Security Products helps protect 42% of Fortune 500
companies, transportation systems on five continents, 37% of the world’s top 100 retailers, over two million
commercial enterprises, thousands of students in more than 900 educational facilities, and over five million
private residences.

